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CHANGING THE WAY YOU MANAGE PROPERTY

VPS focus on innovative solutions to take the pain out of managing property, be it vacant or occupied.

VPS specialise in finding ways to help our customers solve their property issues, from security and access, to everyday maintenance such as glazing and pest control. Our Product Innovations team are invested in researching and developing industry leading products to help save you money whilst keeping your property maintained.

VPS HAS THE UK’S LEADING RANGE OF SECURITY SOLUTIONS WITH RELIABLE, FAST-COMMUNICATING CCTV TOWERS AND SMARTALARMS

As certified security suppliers and installers, we understand how important it is to deliver a cost-effective solution without compromising on protection. We can provide a fully integrated, bespoke solution with the ability to mix a range of technologies such as Smart Towers and SmartAlarms with patrols and other alternatives. This enables safety and compliance features to be met by highly cost-effective tailor-made solutions.
JCB SECURITY TOWERS

Stand-alone, fully integrated and rapidly deployable mobile security solutions for protecting remote and temporary sites. Monitored 24/7 by a professional Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC) and Remote Video Recording Centre (RVRC).

Effective CCTV monitoring and recording. Protection you can rely on.

Mobile video verification alarm system. For flexible site and asset protection.
**VPS SMARTLOCKBOX REDEFINING PROPERTY ACCESS**

The first commercial Bluetooth electronic key storage device featuring Level 2 police accreditation.

- Securely store property keys and remotely share access
- 3 year battery life
- Made of a heavy-duty steel to protect the box from hammering, sawing or prying

Removes the need for costly access or key handover visits

**VPS SMARTDOOR REMOVES THE NEED FOR COSTLY ACCESS OR KEY HANDOVER VISITS**

Purpose-built high security keyless steel door with an industry leading Bluetooth SmartLock - letting you control the access to your property from your mobile device or via a code.
VPS SMARTALARM WIRELESS MONITORED SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM

VPS SmartAlarm uses advanced alarm technology to protect your vacant property or site from the moment it becomes empty. Designed and developed by VPS, the VPS SmartAlarm offers remote monitored security with rapid response. By utilising innovative alarm technology VPS can help deter break-ins and avoid costly vandalism, as well as being able to monitor suspicious activity.

To find out more about VPS Smart Technology, please call us on 0330 005 5300 or visit www.vpsgroup.com
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF PEOPLE, PROPERTY AND ASSETS

VPS are the experts in protecting, managing and monitoring Europe’s property and sites, providing a range of innovative solutions to help take the pain out of managing property.
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